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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

The use of computer-driven store simulation technologies to conduct market
research and achieve other key business objectives is fast becoming a common
practice among consumer product manufacturers and retailers.

•

If conducted properly, virtual store tests can deliver a more accurate representation
of at-shelf product selection and other shopping behaviors than traditional
methods of consumer research and a faster, more cost-efficient alternative to
in-store field tests.

•

While startup costs for building whole-store environments and establishing internal
capabilities can be significant, the use of virtual store simulations delivers a wide
variety of business benefits that practitioners say more than justify the expense.
The goals of such initiatives go well beyond “pure research” to encompass effective
internal planning and collaboration and the fostering of stronger relationships with
key industry partners.

•

Judged in the context of shopper marketing, virtual store simulations can be an
indispensable tool for understanding in-store behavior and designing stores and
merchandising programs that truly meet the needs of consumers.

INTRODUCTION
On Oct. 3, 2007, the front page of The Wall Street Journal featured an article entitled, “A Virtual
View of the Store Aisle,” which detailed Kimberly-Clark’s use of three-dimensional store simulation
technology as a marketing research and business development tool.
The high-profile coverage inspired a classic “overnight success” story, introducing to many
marketing professionals a technology that, in fact, had been available for nearly two decades:
Procter & Gamble, Intel Corp., ConAgra Foods, Frito-Lay, Goodyear Tire & Rubber and a number of
other companies had been experimenting with various methods of computer simulation since at
least the early 1990s.
The Innovation Design Studio created by Kimberly-Clark that was highlighted in the WSJ article
wasn’t even the first facility of its kind: In September 2006, Procter & Gamble opened “The Cave,”
a fully immersive 3-D environment in Weybridge, England, that let consumers walk through store
simulations for Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda and other leading British retailers.
Professor Raymond Burke, E.W. Kelley professor of business administration at Indiana
University’s Kelley School of Business, began working with virtual environments in the late 1980s
while at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School. (Today, virtual simulation technologies
are an integral part of the Customer Interface Laboratory that Burke operates on IU’s Bloomington
campus.)
In a 1996 article published by the Harvard Business Review, Burke concluded that “threedimensional computer graphics” not only “have made simulated test-marketing practical for a
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broad range of companies” but also would ultimately “change the ways companies innovate and
how they approach a variety of strategic issues.”
It may have taken another 12 years, but Burke’s forecast appears to have finally materialized.
Although only 3.7% of respondents to a recent Shopper Marketing magazine survey said that they
use virtual testing to generate insights for in-store marketing, an obvious rise in activity in 2008
makes it safe to predict that virtual-store testing will soon become a standard component of both
marketing research and retail planning.
Several months after the WSJ article, the tool’s future ubiquity received another jumpstart
when, in January 2008, Walmart’s research department announced plans to make virtual-store
simulation a key plank in its research practice at a summit with vendors. As they did previously,
when Walmart announced initiatives related to environmental sustainability and radio frequency
identification testing, these consumer product manufacturers responded by stepping up their own
use of virtual store environments.

THE ROLE OF VIRTUAL RESEARCH
Positioned within the spectrum of existing marketing research, virtual store testing sits between
the fields of traditional consumer research — focus groups, text-based online surveys, instore intercepts — and historical methods of field work, such as market tests at retail, in-store
ethnography (through video capture or personal observation) and controlled field experiments (in
conventional or mock store environments).
In “Making Shopper Marketing Work,” an industry report issued in fall 2007 in conjunction with
the Grocery Manufacturers Association, Deloitte Consulting praised the practice for “allowing for
rapid and realistic scenario testing of merchandising, product and promotion designs and layouts
with reduced need for field testing.”
Although there are a multitude of applications for virtual simulation tools, their most basic
function is to provide the in-store context needed to understand product selection and other
important aspects of shopping behavior. Traditional methods of consumer research do not provide
such context; traditional methods of field testing can, but at comparatively higher costs (relative to
scope) and in a slower, less efficient, and far less flexible manner.
To achieve that goal, practitioners are employing an array of tools that include:
• visually basic but highly functional two-dimensional and video-based simulations of shelf
sets and small-scale store environments that can run on any computer and are designed for
online use on standard monitors;
• visually basic 3-D simulations with pre-determined shopping paths and limited durations
that are online-compatible;
• intermediate 3-D simulations of product categories and store departments with
high-resolution graphics suitable for larger screens that can run on personal computers
(although not online);
• high-quality, full-store 3-D simulations with special technology requirements that warrant
site-specific interaction and are designed for display on large screens.
Each of these options has its own benefits and potential drawbacks. In general, development
costs increase along with the level of visual sophistication, but operational efficiency and flexibility
of user location decreases. While the commercial availability of various 3-D software tools makes
internal development of virtual store environments possible (see “P&G is Virtually Global,” page 18),
most consumer product manufacturers and retailers have, to this point, hired outside vendors to do
the work.
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The functionality common to all environmental levels centers on the ability to “shop” by
selecting specific products, either by clicking with a mouse, touching the screen or using a more
advanced interactive device; doing so draws up a larger version of the product’s packaging for
closer inspection and consideration. Test subjects (or respondents) then have the option to “buy”
the product or place it back on the shelf.

While more basic in terms of graphics and environmental scope, online simulations offer an efficient, effective method of
researching a variety of shopping behaviors. (Image courtesy of Decision Insight)

Another common element is the delivery of both quantitative and qualitative information by
combining data gathered through the virtual exercises with some mode of respondent survey
or post-exercise question-and-answer component. This ability to deliver behavioral data and
corresponding attitudinal insight has been a key selling point for the tools. “A lot of [traditional
research methodologies] can provide you with one or the other,” says Ruth Thompson, virtual
reality insights manager for Kimberly-Clark. “[Virtual store testing] is a great tool for giving you
both — without having to be in-store to get it.”
A consensus seems to have been reached among practitioners (referring both to suppliers
and clients) that some level of in-store “atmosphere” beyond the shelf set in question is required
to adequately establish context. Leading virtual suppliers, therefore, typically create exercises that
begin outside the store in the parking lot and guide respondents through the entrance and over to
the appropriate aisle. (Exactly how much of the store needs to be depicted to achieve actionable
results is still up for debate. See “Levels of Reality,” page 15.)
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Most virtual research currently involves the capture of SKU- or category-level data, including
tests on packaging, price, product assortment and shelf organization. A number of companies also
are testing the effectiveness of in-store marketing and merchandising concepts. Still fewer are using
more robust virtual environments to examine category adjacencies and overall store layout.
Perhaps the most common research application for virtual tools, and one that offers a simple
way to compare the practice with other research methods, is package testing. In traditional
consumer research, consumers are presented with one or more packaging concepts — either
as two-dimensional renderings or physical prototypes — to ascertain their preferences and
likelihood to purchase. For the most part, consumers are charged with forming their opinions of the
package in isolation; at best, static renderings of the product within a competitive shelf set don’t
approximate the store experience at all. Furthermore, researchers must rely on the validity of what
respondents tell them: Questioned for this report, more than a few practitioners cited the axiom
that “what people say they do is often very different from what they actually do.”
Taking a package test into the field, on the other hand, would provide the necessary in-store
context, but at costs that make the option almost always prohibitive — even if all the attending
logistical issues can be addressed. (See “Primary Benefits,” page 7.)
In contrast, even a fairly basic store environment presented to consumers online would provide
enough real-world context to evaluate potential in-store performance, practitioners say.

Three-dimensional environments provide a much greater degree of realism and, theoretically, results that
more accurately capture real-world behavior. (Image courtesy of Fifth Dimension)

At Kellogg Co., adding shelf simulations to tests on new packaging concepts has provided
valuable information about purchase incidence: Will the new design increase sales by better
grabbing the attention of shoppers, or decrease sales because they can no longer find the old,
familiar package? “Without the simulation, we couldn’t do that,” says Brian Seel, Kellogg’s associate
manager of market research for Pop-Tarts.
Johnson & Johnson’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare has been using online virtual environments
to test the impact of new products on various shelf arrangements. Without the virtual option,
the company would have to conduct “test & learn” studies at retail, a much costlier, more timeconsuming alternative, according to Mike Pishvanov, associate director of shopper insights.
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PRIMARY BENEFITS
In addition to providing context, current practitioners cite the following benefits of virtual store

simulations:
Cost savings: Although initial development of virtual testing environments adds an additional
layer of expenses onto a typical consumer research project (initial setup costs range from $10,000
to $20,000), they usually are far less expensive than market tests — especially when some of
the subsequent benefits are taken into account. Also, costs generally decrease once a basic
environment has been created.
Flexibility: Project-to-project comparisons don’t tell the entire story, however, because most
practitioners cite the technology’s facility in testing multiple scenarios simultaneously, or its ability
to easily alter test stimuli, as a greater advantage than potential project-specific cost savings. “The
flexibility is amazing. We can visualize what the store looks like at 5 p.m. on a Wednesday,” says
Kimberly Senter, who as director of category management at Unilever has been working with
whole-store environments.
Speed: Although initial setup can take a few weeks longer than traditional research methods
(primarily due to the collection and processing of product images and other required graphics),
virtual tests are faster in the long term, especially in comparison with field tests.
Control: Virtual simulations let researchers completely manipulate both the environment and
respondents’ interaction with it. Weather, out of stocks, competitive activity and other variables that
can often affect real-world tests are no longer factors — unless they are designed to be as part of
the study.
New data streams: Real-world testing of in-store marketing effectiveness has too many
obstacles — expenses, uncontrollable variables and retailer reticence, among others — to be costeffectively scalable. Similarly, these limitations have made it almost impossible to conduct tests
for several specific retail accounts simultaneously. Virtual simulations, therefore, can provide data
that has been largely unattainable, according to several practitioners. “There was just no other way
for us to generate that kind of information, no matter how much money we threw at it,” says K-C’s
Thompson.
Confidentiality: Numerous practitioners point to the freedom they now have to conduct store
tests in anonymity, outside of the store and away from the always vigilant eyes of competitors.
They also note the ability to avoid the potential embarrassment of failed in-store tests, which can
negatively affect relationships with retailers.
Practitioners usually discuss several of these benefits in tandem when discussing the appeal of
virtual simulations. Although he hasn’t yet found significant cost savings in the practice, Energizer
consumer research manager Donald Day notes that, because batteries have a long purchase cycle,
“we would need to be in-store for about three months” to collect the requisite data. With virtual
tests, “we can get the desired sample size in a couple of weeks by testing different cells,” he says.
Likewise, Coty Inc.’s first virtual project has been the development of an “optimal fragrance
wall” for mass-market channels. With the level of “tweaking” necessary to build the ideal display,
conducting in-store tests would be “extremely costly” when such factors as building, shipping and
installing fixtures are considered. With virtual tests (conducted as mall intercepts in 10 cities), “we
can do so much more, so much faster, with pretty much the same results,” says Yelena Idelchik,
Coty’s director of retail experience, fragrance. “Something that would take you days to build
[instead] takes you minutes to build.”
Without the virtual option, “we would have done it the old-fashioned way” by conducting
in-store tests, says Michael Ferrara, Coty’s vice president of sales strategy and customer marketing.
“But that would have been very costly and, arguably, not all that effective, because we’d be limited
to a small number of doors.”
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USER PROFILE

KIMBERLY-CLARK LOOKS FORWARD
Kimberly-Clark is well ahead of its packaged goods colleagues in using virtual store simulations to drive its shopper marketing
strategy.
But the company is viewing the rest of the industry more as colleagues than competitors when it comes to further
developing virtual reality tools. “We want the industry to adopt this capability,” says Mark Rhodes, K-C’s associate director,
virtual reality.
The Innovation Design Center that K-C built in Appleton, WI, has been put to good use since opening in May 2007. The
facility has played host to meetings with Kroger, Safeway, Target, CVS/pharmacy and other leading retail chains. While some of
the meetings have led to the implementation of in-store marketing programs, all of them have sparked deeper, more collaborative
conversations with key accounts, K-C executives attest.
The virtual-simulation research is conducted elsewhere (located about 90 miles north of Milwaukee, Appleton doesn’t offer
a nationally representative sample), at the 50 testing facilities operated around the U.S. by K-C’s virtual partner, Red Dot Square
Solutions. Therefore, the role of the state-of-the-art IDC is to provide the “theater” in which to present its findings to those
retailers (as well as to host internal and other functions).

K-C’s Innovation Design Center delivers a fully immersive experience to visiting retailers. (Image courtesy of Kimberly-Clark)

A three-room (living room, dining room, mini-kitchen) mock home acts as the icebreaker, where refreshments (from the
retailer’s own private-label portfolio, whenever possible) are served and the meeting begins. From there, guests are escorted —
virtually — through replicas of their own storefronts and into the Immersion Room, where the store simulations are transmitted
via six high-end projectors to a 40-foot screen fronted by a horseshoe-shaped conference table. After concepts are presented
virtually, the wall opposite the screen lifts up to reveal them in a physical center-store replica.
Retailers have been duly impressed, and the industry has taken notice. “The challenge now is to keep raising the bar,” says
Stuart Taylor, vice president of insights for North Atlantic Consumer Products, who oversees K-C’s dedicated five-person VR
insights team.
K-C’s next plan is to work with Red Dot to build smaller Innovation & Collaboration Environment (ICE) labs near key
accounts that will be available for use by other companies and, hopefully, will prove conducive to collaboration. “We think there
are some smart people out there that we can learn from,” says Taylor.
“We really think we have something here” that can benefit the entire industry, says Rhodes. More specifically, Taylor
suggests that “virtual reality is the best tool to create an engagement metric,” the much-desired measure of in-store marketing
effectiveness. “From an efficiency point of view, it’s kind of the only way to go right now.” 
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POTENTIAL OBSTACLES
Costs: The costs of virtual-store testing, both real and perceived, are currently the single
biggest barrier to entry.
As noted earlier, virtual simulations require developmental expenses that aren’t found in
traditional forms of consumer research. And the production of full-store environments for more
advanced projects range anywhere from several hundred thousand dollars to multiple millions —
a price tag far higher than many companies are willing to spend.
However, the sticker shock over high-end simulation technologies is largely related to the
hardware costs associated with building fully immersive systems. And such systems are being
undertaken for multiple business objectives, not just research. (See “Beyond Research,” page 10.)
Project Management Issues: Setting up a virtual test involves technological steps with which
some research professionals are simply inexperienced. “It’s definitely a lot of work on the client
side. You have to provide a lot more resources,” says Tristina Keith, vice president of operations and
product development at OTX, a marketing research firm that acts as a client in the virtual world by
contracting with a simulation specialist to create testing environments.
Lack of benchmarks: The relative newness of the practice — and some of the companies
providing it — means that researchers don’t have the wealth of benchmarks and normative data
with which they are accustomed. That can worry researchers used to supporting their new findings
with existing data. “It takes a bit of a leap of faith,” notes Thompson at K-C, which thus far has leapt
farther into the virtual-reality world than perhaps any other practitioner. (See “Kimberly-Clark Looks
Forward,” page 8.)
Validity: The practitioners interviewed for this report all firmly believe that virtual store
simulations mirror reality well enough to deliver actionable insights, despite what in most cases is
an admitted lack of true scientific evidence.
A number of companies on both the client and supplier sides have validated virtual results
against market-share data, most commonly dollar and unit sales, and found the correlations to
be excellent (with 0.9 the ratio most commonly cited). There has not been enough “research on
research,” however, to conclusively determine how accurately other aspects of shopping behavior
are reflected.

FINDING VALIDATION
One of the key obstacles in validating virtual results illustrates one of the very reasons the practice
is so attractive to marketers: the difficulty in conducting in-store tests. The time-consuming, costly
nature of market tests isn’t conducive to parallel studies (although several companies are in the
process of conducting them).
“It’s hard to generate the real-world data to validate the virtual data,” notes Thompson. Still,
Kimberly-Clark is taking that “leap of faith” in regard to shopping behavior “because the key
measures [of sales] have been so strongly validated.”
While conducting a virtual test of layout concepts for its convenience store group in
conjunction with Unilever, the Co-Operative Group (an omnibus organization for various U.K. retail
channels) simultaneously tracked real-world shopping via in-store video cameras: Respondents first
participated in a back-office virtual test, then were sent into the store to shop for real. According to
Susan Beetlestone, Co-Operative Group’s head of commercial marketing, results from the virtual
tests were “absolutely validated on all the aspects we were looking for,” including basket size and
number of categories purchased. The virtual test accurately “identified hot and cold spots within
the store,” and ultimately provided the blueprint for a new prototype that has increased average
basket size.
One measure for which substantial normative data is available, dwell time, already has proved
to differ substantially, because virtual shopping exercises are still a novel experience for most
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respondents and, therefore, slows down their actions. But K-C has already found the difference to
be predictive, according to Thompson.
Some research professionals suggest that the novelty of virtual environments might also alter
engagement levels, a highly desired shopper metric captured virtually through the concurrent use
of eye-tracking technology. Depicted in photo-realistic 3-D within a virtual store, even the most
unremarkable product display, for instance, might prove unnaturally captivating.
One important aspect of the validation question, however, is the fact that no one — not
even suppliers — believes that virtual simulations eliminate the need for in-store testing entirely;
chain-wide changes are not being implemented without a real-world trial to corroborate the virtual
findings. “We’ll still wind up testing in a number of doors” after completing the virtual tests, says
Coty’s Ferrara.
Rather, practitioners are using virtual simulations to effectively narrow down options and
refine concepts so that the ultimate in-store test will be easier to implement and far more likely to
succeed. “It saves the embarrassment of a failed 20-store test,” says Unilever’s Senter.
Virtual testing is also helping to facilitate retailer approval for in-store tests, according to many
practitioners. A retailer is much more likely to authorize a market test if presented with hard data
predicting causal sales growth rather than a pure hypothesis based on general consumer research,
they say.
Despite the uncertainty, most practitioners are ready to plow ahead. “The Advertising Research
Federation’s most important initiative concerns ‘research transformation,’ because traditional
research tools are falling farther and farther behind the way people actually make purchase
decisions,” says Joel Rubinson, ARF’s chief research officer. “While a skeptic might question if virtual
shopping realistically replicates real shopping, no one thinks that traditional surveys could meet
that same test. We have to start being progressive and taking risks.”

APPLICATIONS BEYOND RESEARCH
General Mills recently conducted a major study using the more common research methods of
online consumer surveys and in-store audits. After analyzing the results, the company produced
virtual reality simulations to visually present its conclusions to key retail accounts. The goal was “to
drive action for the insight,” according to Chana Weaver, the company’s category management
director for dry grocery, while delivering a case study on the project at the Kelley School’s 2008
Shoppability Conference.
The anecdote succinctly illustrates another significant aspect of virtual-store technology: that
its potential applications extend far beyond its role in marketing research.
At this stage, virtual simulations may, in fact, be employed more often as a store planning and
design tool than as a primary research vehicle. In this space, simulations are part of an evolutionary
progression of technology, enhancing and improving computer aided design (CAD) capabilities
that have been utilized for decades.
Practitioners consistently praise the technology’s ability to deliver dynamic, visual
representations of marketing and merchandising concepts — research-driven or not — that can be
used to educate and inspire both internal constituents and external partners.
U.K. hypermarket Sainsbury’s uses store simulations in its “planogram packs,” the periodic
merchandising instructions it sends to store managers. Since adopting the practice, store-level
compliance for the initiatives has nearly doubled in comparison with the “old days” of twodimensional diagrams and static photos, according to Ian Hidden, the chain’s seasonal and
promotional ranging manager.
Walmart is using virtual simulations for research on in-store communications and department
adjacencies. But in a presentation at the In-Store Marketing Expo in November 2008, Candace
Adams, the chain’s senior director of insights and customer strategy, also noted that building a
virtual store “from the ground up” mandated that often-siloed internal departments — store
(continued on page 15)
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VIRTUAL REALITY CHECKLIST

Key points to consider when selecting a vendor partner that can meet your research needs
The current range of virtual reality capabilities runs from relatively simple, online-based 2-D shelf configurations to fully
immersive, whole-store 3-D environments.
The chart on pages 12-13 compares the existing capabilities of the four leading suppliers in the field: Decision Insight, Fifth
Dimension, Red Dot Square Solutions and Vision Critical. It was prepared by Raymond Burke, E.W. Kelley Chair of Business
Administration at Indiana University’s Kelley School of Business, and Joel Rubinson, Chief Research Officer for the Advertising
Research Foundation. The following key, to be used in conjunction with the chart, was prepared by the ARF’s Rubinson.
The capabilities listed in the chart were self-reported by the participating companies and, in some cases, not verified by any
outside source. Therefore, prospective clients should view the chart as a guideline for the important questions to ask when
identifying an appropriate vendor, but not as verification of the stated capabilities. The Supplier Profiles on pages 20-23 provide
additional information on the four companies featured in the chart.
Display technology
The method of display compatibility is important when considering a prospective vendor. Some display approaches are
more limited than others in the number of SKUs that can realistically be presented. If the project in question demands the
representation of numerous SKUs, a large-screen monitor or even life-sized environment may be optimal. Another consideration
is the degree to which the virtual shopping experience will need to replicate the real world environment. (Package tests, for
example, do not necessarily demand a life-sized experience.)
User interface
Similarly, the choice of respondent interface is based largely on how important it will be to simulate the shopping experience. In
some cases, basic computer accessories or functionalities are sufficient; in others, a pseudo-shopping cart is more desirable.
Modeling levels
Most retail activation concepts can be segmented into levels: category, aisle, special displays/thematic center, department or
store. Once the scope of the project is identified, the breadth of the required virtual environment can be determined. Another
important factor is the level of functionality provided. Do respondents maneuver freely through the environment, or do they
travel a set path? More advanced systems also provide a greater degree of realism to the shopping process, adjusting the field of
view based on a respondent’s height, allowing respondents to “kneel” to view lower shelves, etc.
The environments can be produced in a variety of media formats, including actual in-store video with embedded graphics, 2-D
computer renderings, 3-D animations with pre-determined shopping paths, and 3-D interactive simulations that let test subjects
choose their own paths (to varying degrees of flexibility).
Measurement capabilities
Product interaction: The ability to provide data on products that are “viewed,” panels viewed, depth of interaction
(viewed vs. taken off the shelf), and elapsed time of viewing.
Product choice: Selection of specific products to be placed in the virtual shopping basket.
Store navigation: Capturing data on how the virtual shopper navigates through her trip.
Category dwell time: Capturing the elapsed time in which a particular product category is within the virtual shopper’s
“field of view.”
Eye Tracking: Does the supplier have eye-tracking capabilities (or compatibilities) to capture exactly what virtual
elements are gaining the shopper’s attention?
Data collection/sampling method
Use of a physical test location facilitates virtual environments that are more realistic (larger screens, greater image resolution),
which is important for some test objectives (such as signage or secondary display effectiveness). Online panels are significantly
more cost-efficient and make it easier to recruit representative samples, especially when the requirements are specialized (such as
seniors).
(continued on page 14)
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COMPARISON OF VIRTUAL STORE SIMULATION PROVIDERS

Decision
Insight

Fifth
Dimension

Red Dot
Square

Vision
Critical

Desktop monitor
Large-screen monitor

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
No

Wall display (life-size)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Mouse/keyboard
Touchscreen

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
No

Joystick/cart

No

Yes

Yes

No

Store environment

2-D/Limited 3-D

3-D, all media

3-D interactive

Department

2-D/3-D

3-D, all media

3-D interactive

Category

2-D/3-D

3-D, all media

3-D interactive

3-D animation; online
with pre-set path
3-D animation; online
with pre-set path
3-D

SKU

2-D/3-D

3-D, all media

3-D interactive

3-D

Yes
Yes
Yes (limited)
Yes
Yes (alternative
online method)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes (limited)
Yes
No

Physical location(s)

Yes
(if requested)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Online panel

Yes
(primary method)

Yes

No

Yes

Display technology

User interface

Modeling levels

Measurement capabilities
Product choice
Product interaction
Store navigation
Category dwell time
Eye tracking

Data collection/sampling

Experimental design capabilities
Monadic design
Repeated measures

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Adaptive choice

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes (on-site or
online one on ones)

Optional pre- and post-shopping activities
Ad presentation
Product sampling
Survey
Focus group

Yes
Yes
(mail/on-site test)
Yes
Yes
(online one on ones)

The capabilities listed in the chart were self-reported by the participating companies and, in some cases, not verified by any outside source.
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COMPARISON OF VIRTUAL STORE SIMULATION PROVIDERS

Decision
Insight

Fifth
Dimension

Red Dot
Square

Vision
Critical

Product packaging
New product testing
Pricing
Shelf organization
Assortment planning/
SKU rationalization
Department organization
Merchandising

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Store layout

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Benchmarks/normative data

No

Yes

No

No

Results displayed in context

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Market share
Volumetric forecasts
Price elasticities

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Display elasticities

Yes

Yes

No

Shopping process

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes (Conducted
externally)
Yes (Conducted
externally)
No

Dwell time

Yes

Yes

No

No

6-8 weeks
(from start to finish)

6-10 weeks
(from start to finish)

6-8 weeks
(when needed)
2-4 weeks
1-4 weeks
2-3 weeks

3 days to 6 weeks
(from start to finish)

Initial store/aisle setup

$7,500 - $20,000

$25,000 - $750,000

$4,500 - $300,000

Setup per study
Interviewer cost
Respondent incentive

$10,000 - $20,000/cell
Included above
Included above

$25,000 - $500,000
Included above
Included above

Free to partner
clients
$80,000 - $200,000
Market rates
Market rates

Data analysis and reporting
Hardware

Included above
None

Included above
Varies

Included above
Varies

Research Applications

Reporting

Validation methods

Timing
Initial store/aisle setup
Setup per study
Data collection
Data analysis and reporting

Cost
$4,500 - $100,000
NA
$5 - $18 per
complete
$3,000 - $30,000
None to minimal
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Experimental design capabilities
Monadic design: Testing two or more options (such as package designs or prices) among different sets of respondents.
Repeated measures: Testing two or more options sequentially among the same respondents.
Adaptive choice: A form of conjoint research often used to test price, packaging, or SKU bundle options.
Optional pre- and post-shopping activities
Ad presentation: Conducted prior to the virtual store exercise, an ad presentation could capture the ad’s impact on shopping
patterns; during the exercise, it could capture engagement and/or sales impact.
Product sampling: Could be a component of virtual exercises conducted in physical locations.
Surveys: All virtual exercises will have a quantitative survey component, but not all also accommodate a qualitative piece. The
ability to include surveys is available online or at physical locations; online research now offers many options for qualitative
input, including text or video “chats.”
Research applications
Product packaging: Testing the impact of alternative package designs.
New product testing: Testing the impact of introducing a new SKU into the shelf set on shopping and product choice.
Pricing: Testing different prices for an array of competitive offerings in a category.
Shelf organization: Testing the arrangement of SKUs within a category.
Assortment planning/SKU rationalization: Similar to new product testing, but also includes the elimination of SKUs.
Merchandising: Testing the impact of displays, signage and other merchandising aspects.
Department organization: The sequencing of aisles and adjacencies for product categories.
Store layout: Testing the general organization of a store.
Reporting
Benchmarks/normative data: Does the supplier have any data with which to compare test results? Having norms is useful in
understanding if a retail concept has had an impact on shopping behavior, especially when looking to measure “softer” aspects
of shopping behavior like dwell time or number of products considered.
Results displayed in context: Can the study’s conclusions be presented in context using the virtual simulation?
Validation parameters
Market share: Do the product choices made by virtual shoppers accurately reflect real-world market share data? Comparisons
must be made on an “apples to apples” basis (for example, are the virtual shoppers allowed to buy multiple units?).
Volumetric forecasts: Can the virtual test accurately predict sales of a new item? Ultimately, virtual shopping tests will need to
account for the effect of advertising and promotional support, as well as retail distribution (all commodity volume) levels.
Price elasticity: Have predicted sales changes materialized when the price change was implemented or run as a promotion in the
real world?
Display elasticity: Have predicted sales changes materialized when the display program was implemented in the real world?
Shopping process: Are virtual shoppers behaving in the same way — considering the same number of products, for example — as
real-world counterparts observed through in-aisle observation studies?
Timing
How long does it take to conduct a virtual store test? Virtual projects have additional setup requirements when compared with
traditional research methods. The client needs to provide photography meeting the supplier’s specifications for every SKU, sign,
etc. needed for the test. (Some suppliers are more adept than others in adapting existing imagery to conform to their specs.)
Costs
Initial setup costs for a virtual shopping study can be significant, but some suppliers will amortize the expense across a series of
projects that can largely utilize the same basic environment in exchange for a longer-term commitment.
For most research applications, suppliers will provide the necessary equipment as an integral part of their offering. Development
of internal virtual reality “laboratories” or learning centers, however, can easily run into multiple millions of dollars. 
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Simulations typically begin outside the store to help put respondents in the proper frame of mind. (Image courtesy of
Vision Critical)

design, operations, research, category management, merchandising — begin to collaborate more
closely.
At the very top of the “other benefits” list for consumer product manufacturers is the ability to
engender stronger relationships with retailers. The baby care aisle that Kimberly-Clark developed
for Safeway, the signage tests it ran for CVS/pharmacy, and the traffic-pattern study it conducted
with Target using virtual simulations all had sales growth for both parties as the primary objective.
But the underlying goal for Kimberly-Clark was to foster greater collaboration with these key retail
partners.
K-C didn’t invest heavily in its Innovation Design Studio in Appleton, WI, to conduct research,
but to host representatives from key accounts for meetings in which concepts can be presented
and discussed. (See page 8.) Having these capabilities “changes the conversation,” says Stuart Taylor,
K-C’s vice president of insights for North Atlantic Consumer Products. “It redefines how we engage
with senior leaders across the industry.”
Similarly, the “significant investment” Unilever is making in virtual capabilities aims to establish
the company as a “thought leader” within the retail community, explains Senter. “We want to be the
first manufacturer that retailers call up, because we can create solutions that speak exactly to what
they want to accomplish.”

LEVELS OF REALITY
There is little debate over the potential for virtual store simulations to deliver shopper insights
and drive other business objectives. And there appears to be few, if any, product manufacturers or
retailers that don’t expect to adopt the practice to some degree in the near future.
Cost, however, is still a major factor for many organizations. Some companies that were
impressed with results from initial projects are still hesitant to make the more substantial
commitment required to develop internal capabilities and/or conduct larger, “whole store” tests.
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The use of less robust, online-conducive environments for market research seems to be
a relatively simple decision for most companies. OTX’s Keith said she would recommend the
option to clients looking to study price impact, in-store communication effectiveness or category
optimization. “It’s an ideal tool for exploring ‘what if’ scenarios,” she says.
The conversation, then, centers on how “real” the virtual environment must be to achieve the
desired objectives, both in terms of size and graphical quality. And the answer is based primarily
on what those objectives are.
Companies simply looking for an effective, efficient research tool to conduct SKU- or
category-level tests don’t need such cost drivers as large-scale store environments or, perhaps,
more advanced, photo-realistic visual clarity (although most practitioners believe that, the better
the graphics quality, the better the data will be). “If you can give consumers the visuals to provide
atmosphere, and then get them in the [appropriate aisle], that seems to be enough,” suggests
Kellogg’s Seel.
Additional benefits of online simulations include speed of preparation, lack of hardware
costs, simplicity in obtaining large and representative samples, and ease of integration with online
surveys and panel data.
A more complete, robust environment that would require testing at a physical location starts
becoming necessary as objectives shift toward in-store marketing and store layout. Walmart’s
planned adjacency study, for instance, demands the recreation of an entire store.
In addition to delivering more realistic graphics, location-specific environments also can
employ more sophisticated respondent interfaces (such as touchscreens, joysticks, or even faux
shopping carts), ambient audio or aroma, and data-enhancing add-ons such as eye-tracking
devices.
Kimberly-Clark, for one, is still evaluating how much “reality” is required to obtain accurate
data. “You can always keep adding to the realism,” says Thompson. “So you have to determine
which additions will actually enhance the data you’re getting back. K-C firmly believes, however,
that the richer, more elaborate environments it uses are necessary to truly understand how instore marketing influences shopping behavior. “You can’t get that with some of these other tools.
It’s necessary to be this real,” she says.
If the objective is to test the “interruptability of an endcap, you’re going to want the whole
store, so you’re not leading [test respondents] too much,” suggests Sonja Mathews, director of
customer strategy & insights for PepsiCo.
Incidentally, in the interests of system functionality and cost, even the most advanced wholestore environments are not fully three-dimensional, but instead are created with most on-shelf
products and background materials represented as flat-image “wall-paper,” and only secondary
displays and the product categories required for the project at hand rendered as 3-D images.
Perception Research Services president Scott Young, whose company has applied its eyetracking capabilities to virtual environments, concurs that better results may be obtained from
“larger, full-store contexts” than less robust environments. But he also maintains that some current
approaches “may be over-designed from a consumer research standpoint.”
“You really have to understand if [more elaborate environments are] necessary,” says OTX’s
Keith. “A lot of money is being spent on the ‘coolness factor,’ as opposed to the research needs.”
It is only when the business objectives move beyond research to inter-departmental business
planning and external collaboration that the high costs of developing proprietary capabilities and
building whole store environments really enter into the equation, most practitioners say. “For us,
an insights solution just wasn’t enough,” says Unilever’s Senter. “We need to connect the dots all
the way to in-store execution.” Similarly, K-C talks of using its internal system to take its projects
“from concept to reality.”
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PARTNER SELECTION
Likewise, the selection of an appropriate vendor to provide virtual simulation services is driven
primarily by the client’s needs. Leading vendors in the marketplace offer a broad spectrum of
technological capabilities, representing what one practitioner called “the difference between
wearing a T-shirt and jeans or wearing an Armani suit.”
Because the practice is still in the developmental stage, new suppliers are entering the
marketplace, and even established businesses are ramping up new services. Therefore, some
practitioners warn, promised capabilities might not always match “real” deliverables.
In broad strokes, existing vendors can be divided into two camps: traditional research firms
that have developed virtual-simulation capabilities, and virtual-simulation technology companies
that have developed (or are building) internal research expertise. This dichotomy has led more than
a few practitioners to work with multiple vendors, one to fulfill pure research needs, another to
provide more advanced visual presentation functions.
Therefore, the starting point for any evaluation is to determine a vendor’s capabilities in both
of these areas. The following questions (as well the chart and accompanying key on pages 11-14) are
designed to help prospective clients evaluate potential vendors.
Is it just a technology company? The old knock about “technology for technology’s sake” should
be ringing in the ears of any prospective client. Some online virtual applications, for instance,
“look like they’ve been designed by a web programmer rather than a researcher,” warns Burke at
the Kelley School. “The design of the user interface can significantly influence the respondent’s
behavior, so it’s important to create an intuitive and natural shopping experience.”
Assessing the vendor’s research acumen has two aspects: Whether or not its technology can
accurately capture, process and present the data; and whether or not it can analyze data internally.
The weaker the analytic skills, the more resources the client will be forced to devote internally (or
find elsewhere).
Another component of the technology issue involves compatibility, both with the client’s own
databases and software tools and with necessary third-party technology. One primary issue is eyetracking capabilities (provided either in-house or through collaboration), which many believe is a
must-have for any research examining the impact of in-store marketing.
Is it just a research company? As one practitioner said, “The ability to understand the business
issues and interpret the results is what’s most important, not the technology.” But as the
marketplace grows, some traditional research companies may be tempted to cobble together
rudimentary technologies for the sake of offering “expertise.”
In that case, clients would be better off finding a vendor with stronger dual capabilities, or
taking the aforementioned two-supplier approach. Another option, although one taken by few
practitioners to this point, is to develop a proprietary system using commercially available software.
(See “P&G is Virtually Alone,” page 16.)
Are your tools proprietary? If a vendor is doing little more than aggregating readily available
marketplace tools, a good internal systems integrator might be able to source out hardware and
software needs without the additional markup.
Who owns the environments? Depending on the vendor’s business model, a client may or may
not own the simulated environments it commissions. With cost such a strong consideration for
many clients, some suppliers have opted to offer full-store environments for key retailers that can
be shared by multiple clients — even, in theory, competing organizations.
Where do I conduct my research? This is another factor, and one that clearly differentiates the
various vendors. Some technologies are online friendly, others can operate off laptop computers
(which offers greater testing flexibility); systems that involve more complex hardware configurations
(large-screen monitors, simulated shopping carts, etc.) require more fixed locations.
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USER PROFILE

P&G IS VIRTUALLY GLOBAL
With little fanfare, Procter & Gamble has developed internal virtual simulation
capabilities that can be accessed by every P&G business unit around the world.
The company’s virtual tools are being leveraged in “more than 80% of P&G
initiatives” and have delivered consumer and shopper insights driving numerous
in-store programs, executives say.
Developed in-house with assistance from several technology providers
(including Paris-based 3-D software developer Dassault Systemes and HP), the
capabilities include “virtual reality centers” as well as facilities in which to conduct
consumer research (like “The Cave.” See page 3.) The network is managed from a
central location, with each facility deploying common information technology,
delivery mechanisms and workflow processes.
P&G has been working on its virtual capabilities since 1997, having identified
the technology as a way to develop products and experiences that meet and exceed
consumer needs. The technology can “integrate consumer insights more efficiently”
throughout a project’s design process, reducing both developmental time frames and
related costs, according to P&G.

Virtual testing provided vital
consumer feedback that moved
Aussie’s packaging from left to right.

Current objectives span the range of business goals discussed throughout this paper, including:
• Consumer research: “In a much shorter time frame, we are able to ask more questions and probe deeper for insights,”
says Bernard Eloy, P&G’s virtual solutions associate director.
• Internal planning and development: P&G has often stated that packaging design has been historically expensive
and time-consuming, making it difficult to reflect changing consumer preferences and needs. Creating a handful of
prototype packages to use in consumer tests was expensive and could take up to 12 weeks to complete. “Using virtual
tools, designs are created in hours — or minutes — and at a fraction of the cost,” confirms Eloy. That means
innovations can reach the store much faster than previously possible.
• Retailer collaboration: Having these capabilities empowers P&G to work with their retail partners to enhance
the shopper experience. The company has created store simulations to test concepts for specific chains, according to
several sources.
In the company’s hair care business, the use of virtual solutions has helped reduce the average time it takes to redesign and
qualify packaging by nearly 50%. The unit recently created 3-D package designs to successfully restage its Aussie brand. The
“virtualization” process “enabled additional package design iteration, allowing our consumer to refine the package to one that
met her needs” and helped bring the ultimate results to retail faster, according to Scott Hagen, P&G’s virtual solutions service
manager. Virtual tools were also used to “consumer qualify” a recent restage of Herbal Essences.
P&G’s tools are top-notch, according to several sources. That could be a testament to the company’s “connect and develop”
approach, which gives P&G access to the latest virtual tools from the outside and facilitates an end-to-end solution that spans
across the whole commercial cycle internally. (Some business units will occasionally employ an external technical supplier to
fulfill the needs of a specific project.)
In regard to validation, P&G has been running “physical research” in parallel with its virtual tests, and has found that
virtual research can compare with real-world results while also offering additional benefits, says Paul Griffith, P&G’s virtual
research service manager. The company’s work to date has “found that quality rendering is a driver of accurate results.”
“At the end of the day, we are all about creating products and experiences that delight our consumers,” says Eloy.
“Virtual simulation tools enable us to do just that and, as a result, will continue to be an integral part of our commercial and
innovation processes.” 
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CONCLUSION: THE VIRTUAL FUTURE
In some respects, a comparison between traditional research methods and virtual store simulations
is irrelevant. First, because the tools are being used as an enhancement to existing practices, not a
replacement for them: Best-practice virtual technologies have more traditional consumer survey
techniques embedded within them; simulation studies pave the way for more efficient, effective
in-store tests.
Second, the comparison is unnecessary because the adoption of virtual-store simulations is
a natural, technology-driven evolution for marketing research, rather than the introduction of a
radically different approach to gaining insights. A comparison can be drawn to the emergence of
the Internet as a functional alternative to in-person or phone-based consumer interviews.
It is clear that additional validation work is necessary to assess the ability of virtual simulations
to predict true in-store shopping behavior. That should come organically, as more companies adopt
the practice and as more of the programs that early adopters have developed roll out at retail. An
industry-wide initiative, however, would provide a great benefit in this regard.
Another boost to the marketplace would come from the development of industry standards
that could be adopted by vendors, and best practices that could be utilized by clients. KimberlyClark, in fact, is taking steps in this direction by helping to open a string of Innovation and
Collaboration Environments that it will make available to the industry at large. (See page 8.)
The technology itself will continue to improve, as clients demand enhanced functionality, more
realistic environments and, naturally, reduced costs. For one, the current disparity between online
and offline functionality will gradually diminish. As this white paper went to press, at least two
simulation providers were experimenting with ways to add “people” to their environments; also on
tap is the introduction of neuromarketing technologies.
Costs likely will remain a factor for at least a few more years, as companies struggle with adding
a new line item to the budget — especially in the current economy. At present, related expenses
tend to come from a single department — research at one company, category management at
another — although an ecumenical approach to the practice seems warranted. Cross-departmental
cost sharing would make startups a lot more palatable to expense-minded organizations.
Of course, costs are always a relative measure: The multi-million dollar price tag attached to a
proprietary virtual insights laboratory with cutting-edge simulation capabilities is, in fact, no greater
than the cost of developing and executing one or two national TV advertising campaigns.
If the future success of consumer product manufacturers and retailers alike rests largely on
their ability to establish expertise in shopper marketing (as has been theorized recently), then the
expense certainly is worthy of strong consideration. 
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SUPPLIER PROFILE

DECISION INSIGHT
HQ: Kansas City, MO
Years in Business: 25
CEO: Cathy Allin
Employees: 25
Clients: Pepsi-Cola/Frito-Lay, Kellogg Co., H.J. Heinz, Johnson & Johnson/McNeil, Nestlé
Core capability: Online research projects for product/packaging development, category
management and shopper marketing.
www.decisioninsight.com
The purest research house among the leading virtual shopping suppliers, Decision Insight has
worked extensively online since it became an early adopter of the practice in 2001. It has been
using visual techniques in market research since the mid-1990s, when it conducted card tests for
Hallmark.
Ironically, the company moved full-bore into virtual simulations after losing a bid to build
a supermarket environment for PepsiCo in 2001. Rather than trying to develop the expertise to
produce such large-scale store environments (which require on-site testing), it played to existing
strengths by specializing in smaller, category-level environments that accommodate online surveys
(and, not insignificantly, are a lot less expensive). When Frito-Lay asked for an online-friendly
convenience store environment in late 2002, Decision Insight was ready to oblige.
The full-service shop (it does everything but field the sample in-house) combines quantitative
and qualitative methods to identify the “why” behind shopping behavior: test respondents can be
interrupted during their shopping task to explain the motivations behind specific actions; once they
complete their task, respondents are enlisted for one-to-one “chats” with live moderators. Client
Mike Pishvanov, associate director of shopper insights at McNeil Consumer Healthcare, points to
these “poor man’s shop-alongs” as one of Decision Insight’s key deliverables.
In 2006, that quantitative-qualitative combination helped the company win the American
Marketing Association’s EXPLOR Award for a project with long-time client Frito-Lay that used
simulated shopping and ethnography techniques to
examine purchase decisions in the snack aisle. The
company provides “realistic visuals” that effectively
deliver the proper store environment, but also a
“rigorous understanding of quantitative methods,”
says Sonja Mathews, PepsiCo’s director of customer
strategy & insights. “They’re a top-notch research
company.”
Decision Insight has worked with dozens of
clients on hundreds of virtual shopping projects,
which typically cover one or two aisles and can
include enough elements of the store environment
(a video-taped approach to the entrance, and a brief
animated approach to the designated category, for
The firm built on internal strengths to focus its virtual
instance) to create an atmosphere conducive to the
activity online.
respondent’s mission. Much of its recent work has
entailed retailer-specific tests.
The firm’s ability to consistently correlate its results to syndicated sales data at .89 or better
“gave us a lot of confidence,” says Brian Seel, an associate manager of marketing research at
Kellogg Co.
“Having research at our core, and then combining design and technology in the same shop,
leads to strong team-based understanding of business drivers, tight communication for tight time
frames, and clear accountability,” says ceo Cathy Allin. 
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FIFTH DIMENSION
HQ: Milton Keynes, England (Jacksonville, FL)
Years in Business: 13
CEO: Michael Letchford
Employees: 70
Clients: Coty Inc., Tesco, Food Lion, Winn-Dixie, Sainsbury’s, The Co-Operative Group
Core capability: Dynamic, mobile 3-D environments suitable for research or storeplanning functions and integrated with robust data capabilities.
www.fifth.us.com
Fifth Dimension may be a newcomer to the U.S. market and a relative youngster as a research
company, but its roots as a retail intelligence provider date back more than a decade, when it began
using proprietary simulation software to conduct macro- and micro-space planning projects for
retailers. And the company conducted its first virtual-store research in 1999.
The company’s history, in fact, harks back to the days when running its 3-D simulation
software required a multi-million-dollar Silicon Graphics computer; now it can run on a laptop. But
though it originated as a software developer, the company has devoted much of its efforts in recent
years to building up its research acumen, having learned that “technology alone is not really of any
great value. What counts is the ability to produce actionable insights,” says chief executive officer
Michael Letchford.
Fifth Dimension’s goal is to establish collaborative partnerships to help clients develop retail
programs “from concept to execution.” But the company will sell its proprietary software to clients
interested in managing efforts internally.
One key deliverable is the company’s ability to attach various databases “behind” simulations
so that, as an example, a SKU’s historical sales data is one click away from its product image.
The software is also compatible with numerous other industry tools for computer design, space
management and other functions; the rendering process can “upgrade” images created through
other sources. Clients own the environments that they commission.
The company’s methodology combines
both quantitative and qualitative data, with
in-field respondents queried immediately
after participating in the virtual exercise. Most
research work to date has involved categorylevel simulations rather than aisle or wholestore environments, although the company
can provide all three levels. It also recently
added eye-tracking capabilities to the toolbox.
For The Co-Operative Group, it created
a full convenience-store simulation that was
used to assess traffic flow and other shopping
Adding virtual displays to existing in-store photos is one
behavior. The results helped Co-Op design a
of Fifth Dimension’s many virtual techniques.
new prototype that increased average basket
ring, according to Susan Beetlestone, The CoOperative Group’s head of commercial marketing.
The portability of its technology accommodates in-field research. Co-Operative Group tests
were conducted on laptop computers in the backrooms of actual stores, with shoppers recruited as
they entered the establishment.
Beyond research, Fifth Dimension creates video simulations for the presentation of
merchandising concepts. Sending virtual planograms to store managers not only has improved
compliance, but helped foster “a higher level of trust” between corporate HQ and field personnel,
says Ian Hidden, seasonal and promotional ranging manager for Sainsbury’s. “Fifth Dimension has
played a large role in helping us bridge that gap.” 
www.instoremarketer.org
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RED DOT SQUARE SOLUTIONS
HQ: Milton Keynes, England
Years in Business: 3
CEO: Mark Edwards
Employees: 60
Clients: Kimberly-Clark, Unilever, Walmart, General Mills, Kraft Foods, Sara Lee
Core capability: High-quality, immersive virtual store environments for research and
business development.
www.reddotsquare.com
Red Dot Square Solutions is a three-year-old company that was “17 years in the making,” according
to founder and president Mark Edwards.
A former partner at virtual competitor Fifth Dimension, Edwards was developing virtual-reality
systems for architectural and other purposes when several collaborative macro-space projects
inspired him to focus on retail in the mid-1990s.
The company’s early emphasis has been on long-term, big-ticket contracts through which
it has helped Kimberly-Clark, General Mills and Walmart build proprietary, state-of-the-art virtual
design studios.
It has also forged relationships with a number of leading retailers, including Walgreens,
Kroger, Safeway, CVS/pharmacy and Tesco, that have led to the creation of whole-store virtual
environments for packaged goods clients to use as a foundation for their own work. “They were
already in stores where we wanted to do business,” says Kimberly Senter, director of category
management for Unilever.
Red Dot has also established a network of 60 on-site test centers throughout the U.S. that
these and other clients utilize to field research projects. At the sites, the company’s software
tools run simulations on 42-inch monitors via
desktop computers. Test subjects navigate
through virtual stores using mini-shopping carts
attached to the other hardware, and interact
with product packaging via touch-screen
technology.
After several clients brought in outside
eye-tracking technology to measure the
effectiveness of in-store communications, Red
Dot acquired its own equipment for deployment Simulations like this one helped Kimberly-Clark test a
in the test centers. It also is developing ways to
baby-care department for Safeway that already has been
implemented in a handful of stores.
incorporate neuromarketing technologies into
its system.
Red Dot’s relationship with flagship client Kimberly-Clark is “a partnership parallel to no other
right now,” says Stuart Taylor, K-C’s vice president of insights. “They’re willing to work with other
research companies — to do whatever it takes to provide what we need.”
Clients praise the sophistication of Red Dot’s software and the quality of its graphics, which
until now have been too robust for online testing. The company is, however, rolling out those
capabilities, according to Edwards.
The company has an internal research department with experience in custom and packaging
research, copy testing, category management, eye tracking and bio-metrics. It also partners with
other research suppliers to more effectively meet client needs.
Red Dot is moving its U.S. headquarters from Appleton, WI (near K-C), to Chicago in February
2009. Its employee head count in the U.S. is now 25, which includes on-site representatives at
several leading clients. 
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VISION CRITICAL GROUP
HQ: Vancouver, Canada
Years in Business: 8
CEO: Angus Reid
Employees: 200
Clients: Stop & Shop, Energizer Holdings, OTX, Kraft Foods, Walgreen Co., Coors Brewing Co.
Core capability: Online-conducive virtual simulation technology, backed by custom
consumer panels.
www.visioncritical.com
For more than five years, Vision Critical has been building virtual store environments as an
outsourced contractor for other market research firms.
One of those firms, OTX, had developed some internal virtual tools, but began contracting the
work to Vision Critical about three years ago because the latter’s specialization made projects “more
scalable and cost-effective,” according to Tristina Keith, OTX’s vice president of operations and
product development.
While it currently has 25 people fully dedicated to virtual-reality projects, Vision Critical has
been ramping up to become a full-service research shop.
Sister company Angus Reid Strategies, which launched in
2006, has 70 researchers in 10 offices in North America,
Australia and Europe.
Project work typically involves discrete choice studies
on packaging, price and shelf optimization that employ 3-D
animation software to create the store environment. The
company has been involved in approximately 100 categorylevel studies in the last 12 months. Although most of its work
is online, it has produced store environments for field tests in
conjunction with other research firms.
The technology, which is derived from videogame
software, can deliver pre-determined store walk-throughs
up to 90 seconds long; respondents are asked to click on
the signs or products that capture their attention along the
Vision Critical’s store simulations are
way. The final deliverable for each project is a simulated
derived from 3-D animation software.
representation of conclusions derived from the research.
The company’s other business model involves online software and management services that
provide clients with private consumer communities through which to conduct research. Clients are
able to recruit from their own custom panels for virtual-store research projects. “We’re just starting
to see the synergies” between the two businesses, says Andrew Reid, Vision Critical’s president.
“From a time and a cost perspective, it’s been very effective for us,” says Erin White, manager
of business insights for Ahold USA’s Stop & Shop. The supermarket chain has used Vision Critical’s
technology to test in-store communication concepts among its custom panel. “We can bring
thousands of our customers through the store without actually disrupting [a physical location],”
she says.
One of Vision Critical’s goals is to build a library of industry images that can be shared among
clients, to speed up preparation time and reduce costs. “We’ve seen enough commonality from
project to project that we can build up a database,” Reid says.
Beyond research, Vision Critical is also helping clients visualize marketing and merchandising
concepts for internal and external planning and development. Clients have the ability to manipulate
these environments on their own. 
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IN-STORE MARKETING INSTITUTE

www.instoremarketer.org
Serving the industry since 1988, the In-Store Marketing Institute has evolved from a small
publisher into an industry trade association. Through its portfolio of industry-leading
publications, flagship events and state-of-the-art websites, the Institute delivers contentrich resources tailored to the needs of its readers, attendees and members — leading brand
marketers, retailers, agencies and design firms — throughout the world. A privately held
corporation, the In-Store Marketing Institute is headquartered just north of Chicago in Skokie, IL.
Visit www.instoremarketer.org.

ADVERTISING RESEARCH FOUNDATION

www.thearf.org
Founded in 1936 by the Association of National Advertisers and the American Association of
Advertising Agencies, the ARF is dedicated to aggregating, creating and distributing researchbased knowledge that will help members make better advertising decisions. ARF members
include more than 400 advertisers, advertising agencies, associations, research firms, and media
companies. The ARF is the only organization that brings all members of the industry to the same
table for strategic collaboration. The ARF is located at 432 Park Ave. South, 6th Floor, New York, NY
10016 and on the Web at www.theARF.org.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY’S KELLEY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

www.kelley.indiana.edu
The Kelley School of Business at Indiana University has been a leader in American business
education for nearly 85 years. With a world-class faculty and an enrollment of over 5,000 students,
it is among the premier U.S. business schools. Recognition has included top-20 rankings by
Business Week and U.S. News and World Report magazine, and a Princeton Review survey giving
top marks for Kelley faculty, facilities and overall classroom experience. The Kelley School is a
pioneer in the field of shopper marketing, with a state-of-the-art Customer Interface Laboratory,
an ongoing program of shopper research and retail experimentation, and graduate and executive
training on new methods for measuring and managing the customer experience.

